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Abstract. In the design phase of business collaboration, it is desirable to be able 
to predict the profitability of the business-to-be. Therefore, techniques to assess 
qualities such as costs, revenues, risks, and profitability have been previously 
proposed. However, they do not allow the modeler to properly manage 
uncertainty with respect to the design of the considered business collaboration. 
In many real collaboration projects today, uncertainty regarding the business’ 
present or future characteristics is so significant that ignoring it becomes 
problematic. In this paper, we propose an approach based on the Predictive, 
Probabilistic Architecture Modeling Framework (P2AMF), capable of advanced 
and probabilistically sound reasoning about profitability risks. The P2AMF-
based approach for profitability risk prediction is also based on the e3-value 
modeling language and on the Object Constraint Language (OCL). The paper 
introduces the prediction and modeling approach, and a supporting software 
tool. The use of the approach is illustrated by means of a case. 

Keywords: value networks, profitability, risk analysis, probabilistic inference, 
goal interoperability. 

1 Introduction 

A business model is critical for any new business venture, and especially for those 
that involve multiple organizations, due to the complexity of their relationships. In the 
literature of the last decade several authors have proposed different frameworks aimed 
at identifying the main ingredients of a business model (e.g., [20,21]; for an overview, 
see [19,18]). An important motivation behind business modeling is its ability to 
provide an overview of the relationships between the actors involved in a business 
collaboration and of the way they all aim to benefit from it, financially or otherwise.  

In the design phase of a business collaboration, it is desirable to be able to predict 
the risks concerning profitability associated with the “business-to-be”. As an 
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alternative to the rather costly trial-and-error approach, it is desirable to understand 
the properties of the envisioned collaboration already in its early phases. Therefore 
some of the existing business modeling approaches not only model the business, but 
also propose some techniques to assess qualities such as costs and revenues [20], and 
profitability [21]. However, they do not allow the modeler to properly express 
uncertainty with respect to the considered business collaboration. In many real 
collaboration projects today, uncertainty regarding the business’ present or future 
characteristics is so significant that ignoring it becomes problematic.  

Our main contribution in this paper is an approach capable of advanced and 
probabilistically sound reasoning about profitability risks of a given business model 
expressed in the e3-value modeling language [21]. Such predictions may guide 
business managers, allowing them to explore and compare collaboration scenario 
alternatives at a low cost. Profitability predictions do, in fact, constitute an important 
element in the strategic decision making process, and a critical part of the assessment 
of risks associated with a new business venture. Managers routinely argue for or 
against alternative business opportunities based on those opportunities’ expected 
impact on, e.g., the company’s future financial and business performance. However, 
experience/intuition-based predictions made by individual managers have serious 
drawbacks in terms of transparency, consistency, and ability to correctly evaluate 
costs and risks. Therefore, formal approaches to business model quality prediction are 
required. They not only allow us to anticipate the business-to-be, but they are also a 
means to achieve pragmatic and, goal interoperability [30] in multi-actor business 
collaborations. 

The proposed profitability prediction approach draws upon our earlier work 
concerning the Predictive, Probabilistic Architecture Modeling Framework (P2AMF) 
[4] that, in turn, is based on the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [17]. The process 
we follow to develop our profitability prediction approach is as follows. In the first 
step, starting from the original definition of the e3-value ontology, we define the e3-
value metamodel in the P2AMF, expressed as an OCL-annotated class diagram. 
Consequently, any e3-value model can be instantiated from the e3-value class diagram 
metamodel in the form of an object diagram. Finally, we define and implement the 
underlying inference algorithm for the prediction of the attribute values associated 
with the model elements of the object model. Thus, the execution of the inference 
algorithm produces, for example, predictions about the net earnings attribute values 
for all actors participating in a business collaboration. Such profitability predictions of 
each of the actors involved, are determined taking into account given levels of 
uncertainty (expressed as probability distributions) at three levels: uncertainty 
regarding attribute values of objects in the object model, uncertainty related to objects 
(e.g., uncertainties regarding the actors’ participation in the value network), and  
uncertainties regarding the (existence of) relationships between objects (e.g., 
uncertainties related to a value exchange). This represents an important advancement 
compared to Gordijn’s work on profitability sheets and analysis [21], since Gordijn’s 
approach only considers deterministic values for attributes, and value network models 
are fixed. Furthermore, due to the fact that the P2AMF and the EAAT allow us to 
incorporate uncertainty in e3-value models, profitability predictions can be seen as 
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risk assessments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a formal business 
model-based profitability risk analysis method is proposed for business models. Work 
on how trust assumptions affect profitability in value networks has been reported 
(e.g., [24]). However, it should be noted that trust is just one specific source of risk. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly 
present the original e3-value business model ontology [21]. Section 3 is devoted to the 
P2AMF and tool. Section 4 describes the main contribution of this paper, the 
profitability prediction approach and illustrates the usage of this approach by means 
of the electric cars case study that has been defined in the scope of the Stockholm 
Royal Seaport Smart City project [29]. The papers ends with some conclusions and 
pointers to future work. 

2 Business Modeling and the e3-Value Ontology 

In this section we motivate our choice for the e3-value modeling formalism and 
briefly present the e3-value ontology [21].   

Many business model frameworks exist that aim at facilitating and guiding 
business modeling, e.g., Activity system [16], e3-value [21], VDML [26], REA [27], 
RCOV [14], The BM concept [10], Entrepreneur’s BM [13], The social BM [15], The 
BM guide [9], 4C [11], Internet BM [12], and BMO [20]. Some of them have a strong 
link to information systems, others are closely related to strategic management or 
industrial organization. Most of the business model frameworks mentioned above 
have been published in the top 25 MIS journals. However, a systematic literature 
review we carried out recently [18] resulted in an initial set of 171 journal articles and 
conference papers relevant for the topic of business modeling. After filtering this set 
of publications, we ended up with 76 articles presenting some 43 different business 
model frameworks. Furthermore, five articles in the reviewed literature present a 
review of business model literature and aim to compare some existing frameworks:  
[19, 5, 7, 6, 8]. A common trait of most of these frameworks is that they lack the level 
of formality which is necessary to relate a business model to its supporting enterprise 
architecture at the model level. However, of the reviewed frameworks, two stand out 
as having, from the modeling point of view, a sufficient formal foundation:  e3-value 
[21] and BMO [20]. An extensive comparison of these two formalisms is presented in 
[5]. There are some significant differences between the two approaches. In terms of 
the scope covered, BMC is focused on a single element of a value chain and its direct 
relations with customers and suppliers, while e3-value takes a network perspective in 
order to provide insight into value generation outside the formal boundary of a single 
organization. Also, at the conceptual level they are quite different: the BMO puts 
emphasis on resources needed to create a certain value proposition, while in e3-value, 
the modeling of value streams in a business network is central. An approximate 
mapping between BMO and e3-value concepts is proposed in [5], which clearly 
reveals these differences. When considering the level of formality, although both e3-
value and BMO have been found to be “light weight” ontologies [5], e3-value is more 
formal than BMO since it comes with a metamodel [22] and a graphical notation, for 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Value 
exchange 

“Is used to connect two value ports with each other. It 
represents one or more potential trades of value object 
instances between value ports. As such, it is a prototype 
for actual trades between  actors. […] It does not model 
actual exchanges of value object instances.” [21]  

Value 
transaction 

“Concept that aggregates all value exchanges, which 
define the value exchange instances that must occur as 
consequence of how value exchanges are connected, via 
value interfaces to actors.” [21] 

No distinct notation is 
defined in the tool.  

Value object “A service, a product, or even an experience, which is 
of economic value for at least one of the actors involved 
in a value model” [21] 

Is represented as a label 
on a value exchange 
relationship. 

Value activity Collection of operational activities, which can be 
assigned as a whole to an actor and lead to creation of 
profit or economic value for the performing actor. [21]  

And/Or fork 
and join 

An AND fork connects a scenario element to one or 
more other elements, while the AND join connects one 
or more elements to one other element. An OR fork 
models a continuation of the scenario path into one 
direction, to be chosen from a number of alternatives. 
The OR join merges two or paths into one. [21] 

 
 

 

Start and end 
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“Use case maps start with one or more start stimuli. A 
start stimulus represents an event, possibly caused by an 
actor. [...] A use case map also has one or more end 
stimuli. They have  no successors.” [21] 

 

 

3.1 An Introduction to P2AMF 

From the user perspective, P2AMF has many similarities to OCL applied to class and 
object diagrams. As can be seen in the derivations in Section 4, P2AMF statements 
generally appear identical to OCL statements. However, their interpretation differs 
because P2AMF takes uncertainty into consideration. 

In P2AMF, two kinds of uncertainty are introduced. Firstly, attributes may be 
stochastic. For instance, when classes are instantiated, the initial values of their 
attributes may be expressed as probability distributions. To the attribute 
Actor.expenses in the following example, 

context Actor::expenses:Real  

init: Normal(3500,300) 

a normal distribution with a mean of 3500 and a standard deviation of 300 is assigned. 
The above expression determines the initial value of attribute instances. In the 
corresponding object diagrams, the values may be further specified in the form of 
evidence. Evidence, a term borrowed from the Bayesian theory of probabilistic 
inference, determines the attribute value of the instance, and may be either 
deterministic (hard evidence) or probabilistic (soft evidence).  

Secondly, the existence of objects and links may be uncertain. It may, for instance, 
be the case that we do not know whether we will be able to generate solar energy next 
week. This can be represented as a case of object existence uncertainty (i.e., whether  
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the generation activity will exist next week is not certain). Such uncertainty is 
specified using an existence attribute that is mandatory for all classes: 

context GenerationActivity::existence:Boolean 

init: Bernoulli(0.8) 

where the Bernoulli probability distribution states that there is an 80% chance that the 
activity in fact exists. Uncertainty with respect to the existence of links may be 
specified in a similar way.  

The introduction of two mandatory existence attributes and the specification of 
attribute values by means of probability distributions thus constitute the only changes 
to OCL as perceived by the user. These changes, however, allow for a comprehensive 
probabilistic treatment of OCL-annotated class and object diagrams, including both 
attribute uncertainty and structural uncertainty. The mathematical approach and 
inference algorithms behind the approach are presented in [4]. In brief, object 
diagrams are subjected to Monte Carlo-based probabilistic inference with algorithms, 
e.g., Metropolis-Hastings [1] and Rejection Sampling [2]. Attributes with previously 
unknown values are assigned probability distributions. Those with known probability 
distributions are updated in the light of their relations to neighboring attributes as well 
as in the light of evidence assigned to various attributes. 

With the tool support presented in Section 3.2, the analyst can perform predictive 
inference on object diagrams with the click of a button. The results of the inference 
are new probability distributions assigned to the attributes. As these are often non-
parametric, they are most easily presented in the form of histograms. 

3.2 The EAAT Tool  

We have developed a software tool, the Enterprise Architecture Analysis Tool 
(EAAT), that allows both probabilistic class diagrams and probabilistic object 
diagrams to be modeled. It also performs inference as described in the previous 
subsection. The tool is presented in detail in [3] and can be downloaded from [32]. It 
is divided into two components, the CLASS MODELER, and the OBJECT 
MODELER, corresponding to two file types: class and object diagrams. 

The CLASS MODELER is a graphical editing tool for probabilistic class 
diagrams. In addition to the basic editing functionality, the CLASS MODELER (i) 
allows attribute values to be defined either by probability distributions or by OCL 
expressions, (ii) requires a value for the mandatory existence attributes of classes and 
associations, and (iii) provides OCL syntax checking support.  

The OBJECT MODELER has two components: 1) an editing tool for probabilistic 
object models, and 2) an inference engine. The editing tool (i) allows probabilistic 
attribute values, including the mandatory existence attributes, (ii) displays histograms 
for all attributes representing their probability distributions after inference, and (iii) 
offers an interface to different inference algorithms and parameters. With one click, 
the calculations described in Section 3.1 generate posterior probability distributions 
for all attributes. 
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4.2 The Risk Prediction Approach 

The main goal of the profitability analysis is to calculate the net earnings of each 
actor. While this attribute is not explicit in the e3-value ontology or tool, it is 
calculated in the Excel profitability sheet generated by the tool. In the P2AMF-based 
metamodel, this attribute, Actor.netEarnings, is defined as follows: 

context Actor::netEarnings: Real 

derive: self.valueInterface.netEarnings->sum()  

 - self.investment - self.expenses 

 - self.activity.investment->sum()  

 - self.activity.expenses->sum()  

The net earnings are thus the sum of all net earnings of the actor’s value interfaces 
minus the actor’s direct investments and expenses and the investments and expenses 
of the actor’s activities. As noted in [21], a proper net present value calculation 
requires a time series of e3-value models. This is also the case for the P2AMF-based 
version. 

While investments and expenses are non-derived attributes, net earnings of value 
interfaces are derived. 

context ValueInterface::netEarnings: Real 

derive: self.valuePort.economicValue->sum()  

The net earnings of a value interface are thus the sum of the economic values of the 
value ports.  

context ValuePort::economicValue: Real 

derive: if (self.valueExchangeIn->notEmpty()) 

 then self.valuation*self.valueInterface.getOccurrences(Set{}) 

 else - 

self.valuation*self.valueInterface.getOccurrences(Set{}) 

 endif  

Each value port has a valuation attribute, specifying the value of the exchanged value 
object. If the value port is incoming, net earnings are increased by the product of the 
valuation attribute and the number of transactions. If the value port is outgoing, the 
net earnings are decreased by the corresponding amount. The occurrences, or number 
of transactions, originate from the attribute occurrence in the start stimulus. The value 
port occurrences are also affected by the structure of the use case map. For instance, if 
the scenario path from the start stimulus to the considered value port contains an OR 
fork with two branches, then the occurrences of the value port will be a fraction of 
those of the start stimulus. In order to calculate the occurrences of a value port, a 
recursive algorithm is employed. The algorithm searches through the use case map in 
order to find the start stimulus. The occurrence value is then propagated and 
transformed from value interface to value interface by various mechanisms. In many 
cases, the occurrence value is simply copied. In other cases, such as for the OR fork, 
the occurrence value is diminished by a factor determined by the fraction attributes of 
the SourceFraction and TargetFraction classes.  
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4.3 The Electric Cars Case Study 

The Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS) smart city project has a vision of becoming a 
world class environmental city district [29]. This could include micro electricity 
generation by consumers and electric car usage. Our example includes both cases in 
one simplified scenario, in which we use pricing estimates from [28]. The scenario of 
the example is as follows. Electric cars used in the SRS area. The cars’ owners want 
to maximize the usage of their resources and earn extra money with the cars when 
they are not in movement. They can do that by participating in the frequency control 
market, where electric car capacity is aggregated and sold as a resource to the 
transmission system operator [28]. In our scenario, the electric vehicle (EV) 
aggregator operates charging stations, where cars should be plugged in to the grid 
when idle. The micro-generators have long-term contracts with the aggregator. The 
example is presented as an e3-value model in Figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2. The e3-value model for the electric cars case 

The models depict one day. It is assumed that there are B(20 000, 0.5) cars in the 
neighborhood, where B is the binomial distribution (in this case with a mean value of 
10 000). They are assumed to have 10kWh batteries, needing to be charged once a day, 
which implies an occurrence attribute of the start stimulus with the value 1. We further 
estimate the number of micro generators to B(12, 0.5) and the number of EV 
aggregators to B(3, 0.75). There is only one regional grid. Since we are uncertain of the 
future price of electricity, we estimate that the car owner pays 0.98±0.1€ (where 0.98 is 
the mean and 0.1 is the standard deviation of a normal distribution) per charging, while 
the price of electricity for the EV aggregator from the regional grid is 0,81±0,1€. Due to 
its long-term contract, the EV aggregator purchases electricity from the local micro 
generators at a fixed price of 0.58€, when power is available. Considering the 
alternatives, customers on average value one battery charging at 1,2±0,2€. The regional 
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grid buys electricity from producers, and thus values the electricity required for one 
charging at 0,6±0,1€. As the micro generators cannot sell their electricity elsewhere, 
it has no value to them outside of the transaction with the EV aggregator. The local 
grid operator is expected to value the capacity provided by one car battery at 
0.4±0.05€/day, considering the available alternatives. Therefore, it makes sense to 
purchase that capacity for 0.32±0.05€ from the EV aggregator. The aggregator in 
turn, buys the capacity from each car owner for 0.25±0.05€. For the car owner, the 
cost of providing the regulation is low; the tapping and recharging cause some battery 
degradation, and there is an inconvenience finding the car with less than a full battery. 
Based on these considerations, the value of the capacity for the average car owner is 
estimated at 0.2±0.04€. 

 
Fig. 3. The object models for the electric cars e3-value model 

Considering the investment costs and expenses, EV aggregators expect fixed costs 
of 600±200€/day, and running expenses of 500±200€/day. The micro generators’ 
fixed costs are estimated to 110±20€/day with no running expenses. The regional grid 
has no extra costs in this business model, nor does the car owner. The e3-value 
profitability sheet [21] sums up all the value generated in interfaces and subtracts 
investment and expense costs. The calculations are further based on the number of 
occurrences and market segment counts. As e3-value does not consider uncertainty, 
mean values are utilized. According to the profitability sheet, the net earnings of each 
actor is the following: Regional Grid: 2 270 €/day; EV Aggregator: 445 €/day; 
Micro-generator: 180 €/day. As end-customers, the electric car owners’ utility is 
calculated to be 0,27 €/day. Thus, according to the e3-value model, the example is a 
sound business model that deserves investment from all parties. Let us now consider 
the P2AMF-based version. In the EAAT tool, the graphical representation is a rather 
large object diagram, a fragment of which is shown in Figure 3. This is visually not as 
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5 Conclusions 

Prediction and assessment of the expected profitability and behavior of a new business 
venture already in the early planning phase is a desirable capability, especially in 
support of strategic decision making. As the business venture becomes more complex 
and involves more partners, the sources of risks also proliferate, which increases the 
criticality of analyses taking uncertainty into consideration. In this paper, we have 
reported on an approach and a tool for probabilistic prediction and assessment of 
profitability risks. The proposed formalism is based on the e3-value business modeling 
language and the P2AMF framework, and supports automated probabilistic reasoning 
based on set theory, first-order logic and algebra. Our approach allows us to anticipate 
profitability levels expressed as probability distributions assigned to the model 
elements’ attributes.  

The proposed approach assumes that the value network model is enriched with 
realistic probability distributions. However, in real situations the form of those 
distributions may be challenging to obtain. This lack of knowledge may have a 
negative impact on the quality of the analysis outcomes. To a very large extent this is 
due to the fact that value networks abstract from the internal details of the actors 
involved in the business collaboration. We argue that such quantitative input (of 
sufficient accuracy) can be obtained if one takes these internal details into account, and 
relates value network models to enterprise architecture models. Therefore, one 
direction in which we foresee a possible extension of our approach is that of chaining 
existing enterprise architecture cost analysis [31] and prediction techniques with the 
value network profitability prediction technique proposed in this study. 
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